Let M be a nilmanifold, i.e. M = G/D where G is a simply connected, nilpotent Lie group and D is a discrete uniform, nilpotent subgroup. Then M -K(D, 1). Now D has the structure of an algebraic group and so has an associated algebraic group Lie algebra L(D). The integral cohomology of M is shown to be isomorphic to the Lie algebra cohomology of L(D) except for some small primes depending on D. This gives an effective procedure for computing the cohomology of M and therefore the group cohomology of D. The proof uses a version of form cohomology defined for subrings of Q and a type of Hirsch Lemma. Examples, including the important unipotent case, are also discussed.
Let D be a finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent group of rank n. Then the upper central series of D can be refined so that the n successive subquotients are infinite cyclic. Thus i)*Z" as sets and P. Hall [H] has shown that in these coordinates the product on D is a polynomial function p. It follows that D can be viewed as an algebraic group and so has an associated Lie algebra constructed from the degree two terms of p. The purpose of this paper is to study the integral cohomology of D using this algebraic group Lie algebra.
Although these notions are purely algebraic, it is helpful to work in a more geometric context using A. Malcev's equivalence [M] between the category of finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent groups and the category of nilmanifolds; i.e., compact manifolds of the form M -G/D where G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group and D is a discrete subgroup. It follows that D is nilpotent, finitely generated and torsion-free. Moreover, M is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(D, 1). Conversely given such a D, Malcev has constructed a simply connected nilpotent Lie group DR such that DR/D is a nilmanifold.
In 1954, K. Nomizu [N] established an isomorphism
H*(G/D;R) ~ H*(t(G))
between the real cohomology of G/D and the cohomology of the classical Lie algebra t(G) of G. In seeking to extend this result to include torsion, we replace t (G) by its generalization, the algebraic group Lie algebra (1.8) of D. Our main result, Theorem 4.1, then says that for a large class of groups D, Nomizu's result continues to hold integrally except for certain initial primes for which we give a bound depending on D.
Nomizu's proof uses de Rham cohomology of differential forms and generalizes to rational cohomology using Sullivan's theory [Su] . The analogous integral version of de Rham cohomology developed by H. Cartan [C] and E. Miller [Mi] uses the forms with a certain grading depending on the "size" of the form; unfortunately the forms of a nilmanifold are not graded in this sense. This is the basic difficulty which forces us to use a filtered version of form cohomology defined over subrings Qr = Z[{, j,..., 7] of Q. Cenkl and Porter [CP] have developed such a theory for cubical cohomology but for our purposes it is more useful to modify Cartan's theory since it holds for an arbitrary simplicial set. Another difficulty is the lack, in general, of a natural integral Lie algebra associated with D. There are, of course, numerous graded Lie algebras associated with various filtrations of D, but these can only be expected to relate (via spectral sequences) to an associated graded version of the cohomology of D.
The paper is organized as follows: The basic structure of nilmanifolds and torsion-free, nilpotent groups is described in §1. The algebraic group Lie algebra is contracted as well as other Lie algebras used in the paper. An explicit formula for the transgression is given when a nilmanifold is expressed as a sequence of principle S '-bundles. In §2, we exhibit the invariant differential forms and vector fields associated with a nilmanifold. The chain complex of right invariant forms is seen to coincide with the chain complex for computing the cohomology of the algebraic group Lie algebra. A version of form cohomology with coefficients in Z [j, j,..., 7] is developed in §3. In §4, we prove the main Theorem 4.1 by induction on the rank of D, using the theory of §3 and a type of Hirsch Lemma. In §5 we show how choices of canonical bases give rise to naturality in the isomorphism of 4.1. §6 is devoted to calculations and examples including the important unipotent groups. Finally in §7, we consider other Lie algebras which one may associate to torsion-free, nilpotent groups.
1. Structure of nilmanifolds. In this section we record some fundamental facts about nilmanifolds, torsion-free, nilpotent groups, and their associated Lie algebras. Basic references are Malcev [M] , P. Hall [H] and Serre [S] , 1.0 Definition. A nilmanifold is a compact manifold of the form M = G/D where G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group and D is a discrete subgroup. It follows that D is finitely generated, torsion-free and nilpotent [M] .
1.1 Example. A good generic example is G = Un(R), the unipotent group over R (upper triangular matrices with ones down the diagonal). In this case D = Un(Z).
1.2 Exponential map. The exponential map for G is a global diffeomorphism, i.e. G is a euclidian space. Thus M is a K(D, 1) with D -mxM.
1.3 Rank.
There is a refinement D -DXD D2D ■ ■ • D DnD Dn+X = 1 of the upper central series of D with D¡/Di+, «* Z for all i. The integer n is called the rank and is an invariant of D [H] .
1.4 Canonical basis. If {«,,...,«"} C D is chosen so that /), = (Dj+X, w,) then each element of D is uniquely expressible as uf'u2n ■ ■ ■ uxnn, x, E Z. The set {ux,...,un} is called a canonical or Malcev basis and a choice of such basis defines an isomorphism D « Z" as sets [H] . 1.5 Polynomial multiplication. Using a canonical basis the multiplication on D takes the form ¿f'wj2 ■ • • «£» ■ U^Up ■■■Uy"-= Mfl<W)ugi(i.jO . . . MP"(*..v) where p,: Zrt X Zn -> Z is a polynomial function over Q for 1 < / < «. Furthermore, [H] Pi(x, y) = x,. + y, + rt{xx,... ,*,_" v,,... ,#_,).
Example. In the unipotent case, D = t/"(Z) has canonical basis {utj: 1 < /' <j < «} where My agrees with the identity matrix, except the (/, j)th entry is 1. In this basis D «s (Z", p) where N = n(n -l)/2 and ptJ(x, y) = xtJ + y¡} + %<k<jxlkyk].
Remark. It is known [St] that every polynomial function/: Z" -> Z in C[xx,... ,xn] is an integral linear combination of monomials
where 1 *£ ik < m and r¿ > 0 are integers satisfying r¡ < degree of x, in /. For example, let /) be the group (given in terms of generators and relations) D = (ux, u2, u3, u4: (m,, u2) = u3,(ux, w3) = u4,(u2, u3) = l,(u,, u4) = 1) where (x, y) = x~]y~]xy. Then D is a finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent group and {ux,...,u4} is a canonical basis. Using the relations one can easily see that the corresponding p¿ are p¡(x,y) = x¡+ y¡, i = 1,2, p3(x, y) = x3+y3 -x2yx, /■■■■ \ (y*\ p4(x, y) = x4 + y4 -x3yx + x2\ .
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1.6 Extension of rings. A choice of canonical basis defines a group isomorphism D m (Z", p) where p = (px, p2,... ,p"). Thus by extending the domain of p we may define DR = (Rn, p) for various rings R. For example this makes sense for R C Q or R -R since in these cases r E R, m E Z implies (^) E R. Since the group axioms for (Z", p) express themselves as polynomial relations, DR is also a group. For R = Q, DR is the localization at 0 or rationalization and for /? = R, DR is the rea/ completion. In 1.1, t/"(Z)Q = i/"(Q) and C/"(Z)R = t/"(R). 1.8 Algebraic group Lie algebras. Let /? C Q be the subring generated by the coefficients of p, where D « (Z", p) as in 1.6. By considering p, as an element of R[xx,... ,x", yx,... ,y"] we see that a choice of canonical basis gives R" the structure of an affine algebraic group over R [Hu, §7] . In general, if R is any commutative ring Thus any such p over R gives rise to an associated algebraic group Lie algebra, which, in our case, we denote by LR(D). The underlying /?-module structure of LR(D) is R" = R © • • • ®R with bracket as defined above. Since we use none of the theory of algebraic groups, the reader could equally well consider these objects as formal groups and formal Lie algebras respectively. A concise treatment of their properties appears in Serre [S, LG 18] .
When the coefficients of p are integers (e.g. if D = Un(Z)) then we obtain an integral Lie algebra. In any case tensoring with Q and R we have the rational Lie algebra LQ(D) = (Q", [-, •] ) and the real Lie algebra LR(D) = (R", [-, ■] ). Since the nilmanifold M = Ds/D is determined by D all of these Lie algebras could equally well be thought of as associated to M. This point is clarified in 1.9.
1.9 Relations with the Lie group Lie algebra. Let 3c(N) denote the vector fields on a manifold N and let G = DR. Then the classical Lie algebra £(G) can be identified with 3£C(G), the right-invariant vector fields on G.
Lemma. £(G) » LR(D) as Lie algebras.
Proof. Let TX(G) denote the tangent space at the identity. If X is a vector field, let Xx denote its value at 1. Then X \-> Xx defines an isomorphism £(G)-^T, (G) with inverse v i-» v where v(f)(g) = v(f ° rg) and rg: G -» G is right multiplication by g. Now G is diffeomorphic to R" (see 1.2) so £C(G) C3E(G)~X(R") and TX(G) » T0(R"). Thus £C(G) has a basis {£,,...,£"} where
If we write Ej = 2,"=,fl,7(3/3x,), atJ E C°° (G) , and let e': R" -R denote the /th coordinate function then a:j(x) = Ej(e')(x) = ^(eior) = JL 1 x) dyj Pi(y,*)-Thus and evaluating at 0 we get
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However (3a^/3x,)(0) = (d/dx¡) |0(3/3y,) \0pk(y, x) = bk(e;, e,) where ek denotes the standard basis vector and b(x, y) = (bx(x, y),.. .,bn(x, y)) is the homogeneous degree two part of p. Thus £ (G) 
Conversely given such a tower we obtain a finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent group D = irx (M) . It is also clear that D¡ = trx(Mn+x_¡) is the refinement of the upper central series of D of 1.3. Remark. In theory, H*(M) can be computed from tower (1) since the Serre spectral sequence for a circle fibration reduces to a simple Gysin sequence. In practice, however, one encounters multiplicative extension problems very quickly and the process breaks down. Hirsch [Hi] has shown this phenomenon is related to nontrivial Massey products. In a sense, the main result of this paper (Theorem 4.1) says that under certain conditions the E2 terms of these Serre spectral sequences can be combined into a single complex for computing H*(M).
2. Invariant forms and Lie algebra cohomology. For the remainder of this paper we shall assume that D is a finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent group of rank n and that by a choice of canonical basis we have D « (Z", p) as in 1.4 and 1.5. Then G = DR is the Lie group obtained by completion as in 1.6 so that M = G/D is a nilmanifold.
In this section we determine the right invariant forms A*C(G) on G. It is classical that the chain complex A*C(G) computes the real cohomology of the Lie algebra £ (G) . We show that after extending the ground ring, the chain complex for computing the cohomology of the algebraic group Lie algebra LR(D) of 1.8 coincides with A£(G).
2.1 Invariant forms. Let Ej = 2"=x aiJ(d/dxi), where au(x) -(3/3 y^) \o(p¡(y, x)). We have seen (1.9) that {El)"=x is a basis for the right invariant vector fields £G(G) on G. The matrix A -(a¡j) of C°° (G) [CE] . The structure constants of the Lie algebra £(G) = £G (G) in the basis {E/} are the ckj (see 1.9). In this sense we have a reduction of the Lie algebra to R. Furthermore, if (A*(G), d) denotes the de Rham complex of G then (A£ (G) , d) is a subcomplex consisting of the right invariant forms on G. Choosing the basis {e,} of 2.1 we have that d is the unique extension of deK = 2 ctjEi A ej as a derivation where the c¡j are the same as those above. This is the classical Maurer-Cartan formula [Cv] . In this sense we have the reduction of (A£ (G) , d) to the ring R which we denote by (A*(G: R), d), and an isomorphism of DGA's over R,
2.3 Form weight. It will be useful in subsequent sections to assign to each k-iorm u E A^ (G) , an integer which reflects its polynomial weight. By 2.1 the basis {ey} for A'C (G) Example. To illustrate these ideas we shall compute the invariant 1-forms and the maximum form weight of the unipotent group using the canonical basis {utf. 1 < / < / < n} given in the example of 1.5.
From 2.1 we have a basis for the invariant 1-forms of £/"(R) given at x by e¡j = r*-i{M¡j). Hence by linearity of matrix multiplication it, = 2,k(x~[)k jdxl k. By an easy computation, (x~l)i,j = 2 ("O^v,
• xtlh ■ ■ ■ x,Jr r where the sum is taken over all pairs (/", jn) such that /', = /, jr -j, ju = iu+x, >u<Ju-Proposition.
The maximum form weight of Un(R) is n(n -l)/2.
Proof. Let G" = Un(R). Then the proof proceeds by induction on n, the result being clear for n = 1. Consider the semidirect product 0-R"-G"+,-G"-l where v is projection on the first n rows and columns. It follows that **cjGn+])~A*4Gn)®A(ex,n+x,...,£n,n+x).
Thus assuming the result for n, we are reduced to proving that the maximum form weight of A(e, "+1,...,e" "+1) is n. Now the total form degree of w = e,|n+1 A • • • Aei ,n+\ is ^ Pms the largest polynomial degree (in the x¡ /s) of the A:-minors of x~x [MB, Lemma, p. 564] . However, if det A is a fc-minor of jc~', then det A -det B where B is the n -k square matrix consisting of the rows (resp. columns) of x complementary to the columns (resp. rows) of jc"1 which form det A. This follows from the classical Jacobian Identities [G, p. 191] . Thus the maximum form weight of u is k + n -k -n. consists of monomials y, (t,) ■ ■ ■ yAt")dt: ■ ■ ■ dt: of total form weight s < r and ju > 1. Clearly Qr(*) inherits the structure of a simplicial DG Qr-module.
3.1 Definition. Let A'be a simplicial set and define the DG Qr-module Qr(^) by Qq(X) = S(x,Qr(*)q)
where %(•, ■) denotes maps of simplicial sets.
Theorem. There is a natural isomorphism
Hk{Qr(X))~Hk(X;Qr), k^r, = 0, k>r.
Proof. The proof consists of showing that Qr(*) satisfies Cartan's Axioms (a) and (b'). The result then follows from Cartan [C, §6] .
Let ZqQr(p) = ker¿: Qr(p)q -Qr(p)q+i.
3.3 Lemma (Axiom (a)). Qr(p)* is acyclic on Qr and Z°Qr(*) is simplicially trivial (i.e. all 3, = 5, = id).
Proof. Since B(p, r) is acyclic on T(o, r) and since localization preserves exactness, the first result follows from the long exact sequence in cohomology induced by the exact sequence of DG modules (1) Q^B(p,r-\)®QrX°-:')B(p,r)®Qr^Qr(p)^0.
The second result is clear since Z°B(*, r) = T(t, r) is simplicially trivial. D 3.4 Lemma (Axiom (b')). trkQr(*)q and trkZqQr(*) are zero for k ¥= q and trkZqQr(*) -» ^kQr(*)q is surjective with the kernel a direct summand as Qr-modules.
Proof. First we compute irkQr(*)q and irkZqQr(*). Cartan [C, p. 270] has shown (2)
TrkB(*y ~ Z, k = q,
iTkZqB(*)q~(¡)rs(t), k = q.
with the remaining groups being zero for k ¥= q. In (2), dtx ■ ■ • dtq is a generator (1 is a generator for q = 0) and multiplication by dt is an isomorphism (4) *0B(*)°%xB(*y^---^q_xB(*y-^qB(*y^---.
In (3), ys_q(t)dtx ■■■dtq is the generator corresponding to ys(t).
Thus from the definition of B(*, r) we have /5s irkB(*,r)q ^Z, k = q<r, = 0, k =È qor q> r, r ■nkZqB(*,r)q~@Ts(t), k = q^r, (6) s=q = 0, k ¥= q or q > r, (in fact ß(*, r)q = 0 ií q > r). For fixed q and variable/?, (1) is a Kan fibration since it is a short exact sequence of simplicial groups. Further t = 0 in tr0B(*, r) and multiplication by / commutes with multiplication by dtq in (4). Thus from (1) and (5) we have (7) *M#~%-fe = « = X = 0, otherwise.
Since B( p, r) is acyclic, it follows from (1) that 0^Z"B(*,r-I) ® QrX{^ nZqB{*, r) ® Qr ^ ZqQ (*) -0 is exact. Furthermore it is easy to check that the correspondence ys-q(tq)dtx ■ ■ ■ dtq i-> ys(t) commutes with multiplication by /, hence by (1) and (6) inducing an isomorphism in cohomology. Here r is chosen so that Qr D R, the subring of Q generated by the coefficients of the multiplication p (see 1.8).
We shall use the simplicial model for BD defined by BD0 = 0, BDp = Dp with (dp,...,d2), / = 0, a,-(d,.dx) = Udp,...,dl+xd"... ,dx), 0<i<p,
Si{d",...,dx) (dp,...,dx,0), i = 0, (dp,...,d,+ x,0,d,,...,dx), 0<Kp, (0,dp,...,dx), i = p.
To relate BD and G/D we construct a family of compatible maps {$(d):
kp -G/D) indexed by d = (dp,...,dx) E BDp. For s E R let sd = (sdp,...,sdx) E The multiplication p is said to be semilinear if p,(x, y) = x¡ + y, + Y.jXjp¡j(y) whereptj(y) is a polynomial in the variablesyx,...,y¡-x.
In particular, this includes those p with terms of degree at most two.
All of the examples considered in this paper are semilinear and it is important to note that in this case g(d)(t) is a linear function of the t¡.
Initially we define k: A*(G; Q) -Q*X(BD) over Q by k(w)(í/) = §(</)*(«), the pullback of <o to A^. It is straightforward to check that k(u): BD -» Q(*) is a simplicial map and hence an element of Q^(BD). Furthermore since pullbacks commute with differentials and products, Kd = d*. and k(cow') = k(io)k(u').
To state our main result we assume p is semilinear. We also assume r ^ 2 r¡ where r, is the form weight of e,, the basic invariant 1-forms of G (see 2.3). and by 2.1, Je^. = 7r*(w) where to is a G(£ -1) invariant 2-form. Now consider the chain complex [Q* t(BD(k -1)) <8 Qr] ®d A(ek) with dek = k(w). We shall consider this complex as associated with the principal bundle
induced by (1). To define the desired equivalence let p:
where A is induced by the product of forms.
4.3 Lemma (Hirsch Lemma), p induces an isomorphism in cohomology.
Proof 5. A naturality result. In this section, we show how a choice of canonical bases for finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent groups D and E gives rise to an explicit description of any homomorphism/: D -> E as a polynomial function which may be used to describe the various localizations of /. We also classify the homomorphisms from D to E in terms of Lie algebra maps and use this to show a certain naturality in the isomorphism 4.1.
5.1 Explicit description of a localization functor. Suppose D~ (Z",p) and E «» (Zm, rj) with respect to canonical bases {«,,... ,«"}, {v.,vm) as in (1.6).
If/: D -E is a homomorphism then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use so that / is uniquely determined by /(«■) = v{'j ■ ■ ■ v£»J, f¡j E Z. If pk: E -> E denotes the ki\\ power mappk(x) -xk then by using {vx,...,vm} we have thatpk: Zm -» Zm is a polynomial function with pk(x) = kx + terms of degree > 2 [S, LG 4.19] . Also (1.5) gives t\(x, y) = x + y + terms of degree > 2. Combining these facts we see that /: Z" -» Zm is represented as a polynomial function f(x) = (fx(x) ■ ■ ■ fm(x)) where fXx) -2"=t J5y*> + terms of degree > 2.
Thus if /? is the subring of Q generated by the coefficients of p or n and R is any ring such that /?C/?CQor/? = R, then we have the induced homomorphism fR: DR -> ER where fR is the polynomial function given by the same polynomial as / (in the choice of canonical bases). When R = R, /R is also a Lie group map. This construction is functorial and when R C Q, it gives a description of the usual localization functor.
5.2 The induced Lie algebra map. Let D, E, p, n, /, R be as in 5.1. We have the We are done if/is a homomorphism since/is a polynomial function with linear part 4>; but we have a smooth map of manifolds /: Z)R -» £R given by the same polynomial that gives / and since these manifolds are just Euclidean spaces, the derivative of / at the identity is just the linear part of /, which is just <i> ® R. But since <i> ® R is obviously a Lie algebra map, / must be a Lie group homomorphism [V,p. 171] The algebraic group Lie algebra L(U3(k)) has as Z-basis {uX2, u23, ux3) with [wl2, «23] = &M13. In this case, a simple computation shows that as rings vx2,v23,vX2vX3,v23vx3]/(kvx2v23) where v¡¡ corresponds to ut, in the dual basis. 6.2 Generalized unipotent group. Let k, I be fixed integers and let (vX2,v23,v34) , H2 « Z(vxlvX3, vi2v34, v23vX3, v23v24, v34v24, xvx2v24 + yvX3v34) ®Z/k{vx2v23)® Z/l(v23v34),
where d = gcd(£, I), x = k/d, y = l/d, xt + ys -1. The remaining cohomology is determined by Poincaré duality. The integral group cohomology H*(D'\ Z) can be computed by (2). However, if d > 1, then the Serre spectral sequence has an extension problem in dim 3 and a product in dim 4 which is determined only up to filtration. This illustrates the problems encountered using extensions (1) and (2) to compute the cohomology of D and D'. Instead of pursuing this line, we shall apply our main result.
The invariant 1-forms of G' = D'R are e,7 = dx(f, ij = 12, 23, 34, e13 = dxX3 -kxx2dx23, e24 = dx24 -lx23dx34 (here for convenience we use left invariant forms). The integral cohomology H*(LD; Z) is given by H>~Z(vX2,v23,v34 with d = gcd(k, I) as before. Once again the remaining cohomology is determined by Poincaré duality.
7. Alternate Lie algebras. In this paper, we have considered the algebraic group Lie algebra LR(D) associated with the torsion-free, nilpotent group D. There are, of course, other Lie algebras which can be associated with D. Most of these are grades. For example, Lazard [Lz] has observed that if G is a group and {G,} is an A'-sequence of subgroups, i.e. G, = G, (G¡,Gj) C Gi+, then ®Gt/Gj+x is a graded Lie algebra with addition induced by the group product and bracket induced by the commutator. A classical example of an A/-sequence is the lower central series {r,G} defined inductively by r,G = G/r/+,G = (G, T,G) . The resulting Lie algebra 1(G) -© r,G/r/+ ,G has been studied extensively [H, Q] . From a homological point of view, part of this interest stems from the fact that {r,G) induces a filtration of the classifying complex BG and hence a spectral sequence which takes the form E2 => H*(G; Z) with E2 = H*(l(G); Z).
In general 1(D) ^ LR(D) even if R -Z. A simple example is U3(k) (see 6.1);
(i) l(U3(k)) = Z2 © Z//c © Z generated as an abelian group by w,2, H23, «,3, z respectively, where z is the class of wf3. The only nonzero bracket is [ux2, u23] = z, tX3 with [uX2, u23 (ii) Lz(U3(k)) = Z3 generated by uX2, u23, uX3 with [uX2, u23] = kux3 the only nonzero bracket.
Another important difference is that in general LR(D) is not graded. Consider, for example, the 7 dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra § over R with multiplication table§: e, e, e, e, e< e, en 0 0 0 Let G be the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff group corresponding to @. That is, G = S as manifolds and the product on G is given by x ■ y -p(x, y) where p(x, y) -x + y + i[x, y] + i2{ [x, [x, y] ] -[y, [x, y] ]} His the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula [S] . Since the structure constants of § are rational, there is a discrete uniform subgroup ÖCGby Malcev's results [M] . By the Lemma of 1.9, LR(D) ® R «» S; however it is easy to see that § cannot admit any nontrivial grading so neither can LR(D). Hence l(Un(Z)) also has {w,7: 1 < i <j < n) as Z-basis and satisfies the same bracket relations. D
